RESULTS
By optimizing based on attention signals, AEROS Attention Analytics increased the campaign reach 64X

Leading Streaming Service Leverages Attention
Analytics To Drive 39% Increase in CTR

compared to audiences based on traditional retargeting strategies. Running the AEROS-optimized campaign
resulted in a 39% lift in CTR for the client’s campaign and achieved a CTR 24% higher Yieldmo's format
benchmark.

THE CHALLENGE
A top streaming service wanted to drive quality traﬃc to their site and improve
CTR performance for the launch of their original series.

Elevate the ad experience with
advanced consumer insights and
brilliant creative formats on a premium
marketplace. Since the very ﬁrst ad
was created, marketers have had one
major question: did anyone pay
attention? We set out to answer this
question by focusing on the consumer.

OUR SOLUTION
Rather than simply relying on viewability and click data to gauge interest and

picture of users’ interest with the client’s brand. The campaign then showed
their attentive audience a creative with a diﬀerent call to action.

How AEROS Attention Analytics optimizes:
1. The technology picks up on human
attention signals multiple times a
second, as well as other
impression and page data
2. The data is used to train machine
learning models, which can predict
impression performance and
determine PMP buys that are likely
to lift the desired KPI

AEROS campaign saw a median exposure time 79% higher.

“

With the results of our AEROS Attention

Analytics campaign with Yieldmo, we definitely
saw the significance of evaluating attention

data as a measure of intent and interest in our
mobile efforts.
- Leading Streaming Service

“

The goal with this client was to allow them the
opportunity to take advantage of active attention
behavior in order to boost recall, awareness, and
stream intent. The lift we saw from this campaign
is an example of the power of leveraging
attention data across mobile.
- Timothy B. Price, SVP at Yieldmo
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“

attention signals (such as active scrolls, tilts, touches) to create a deeper

First, we created innovative Formats
designed to deliver more engaging and
aesthetically appealing ads to the
consumer. At the same time, we
captured precise data on how the
consumer was interacting with each one
of our unique ads. And we made sure
these ads were delivered to consumers
around the best content, in a premium
marketplace. And thus, our products
were born – the intersection of smart
data and design.

“

intent, the client leveraged Yieldmo's AEROS Attention Analytics to measure

Interestingly, CTR improved signiﬁcantly among users who spent more time with the creative in-view, and the

